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Abstract—Testing of Software is an indispensible phase of software development. It helps us to improve functional and non-

functional characteristics. To implement functional test scenario black box testing process is used, and the test bases are the 

functional requirement. Nonfunctional requirement does not describe the function, but the attribute of the function i.e function 

quality, usability, efficiency and reliability. To implement testing, the most difficult part is to design test cases. There are 

numerous processes available which can help us to design test cases. This paper will present the novel algorithm of 

Equivalence class partitioning. Here the input is partitioned by using a strategy that is inspired by binary search. Based on the 

input data, the complete range is divided into two sub ranges, and this partition continues until a threshold is reached. The 

proposed novel algorithm of testing will increase the reliability of the software product. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Software testing is a process of ensuring acceptable degree 

of quality attributes of software. The main objective is to 

achieve correctness, robustness , reliability etc. Testing is 

the process of finding errors at any level or stage of 

development that modifies non functional attributes like 

reliability andquality of a software product[1,2]. 

One can know about the functional testing by verifying all 

the functionality present in the software. 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Black box testing 

 

The testing process includes two types of inputs -  (i) 

software configuration  (ii) test configuration. 

 

Test are performed with the test configuration on the 

software configuration and all possible outcomes are stored. 

These stored results are compared with expected results 

.When the outcome result is not matched with the expected 

result it means there is an error in the software, then this 

error is reported for debugging[3,4,5]. The main objective of 

this paper is to design a new algorithm for the tester, so that 

one can divide input cases according to one’s requirement. 

Boundary value analysis tests values only at the boundary, 

but for the larger value only test at boundary level is not 

sufficient. 

 

II. TESTING OF DIFFERENT SOFTWARE 

COMPONENTS 

 

There is another aspect of testing i.e component based 

testing[6]. This is typical because the tester has to integrate 

two or more than two component  before the testing can be 

performed. This involves coupling i.e( joining more than 

two module) and the good softwareshould  possess 

maximum cohesion and minimum coupling. This process 

increase the reliability of a software[7]. 

Some popular definations of componenet testing are. 

 

 TheIEEE defines software testing as “ the process of 

analyzing a software item to detect differences between 

existing and required condition and to evaluate the feature 

s of the software item”.[8] 

 Component testing is the activity in which individual 

components are tested to ensure that they operate 

correctly. Each component is tested independently and 

correctly, without other system components gap and 

errors.”   Sommerville[9] 

Broadly testing is divided into three category. 

 Equivalence class partitioning testing 

Testing i/p data   Testing o/p data 
                     

 

 

   Testing the 

system 
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 Boundary Value testing ( BVA ) 

 Decision table based testing 

 

2.1 Equivalence class partitioning testing: 

Equivalence class analysis is black box software testing  

technique that minimizes the number of test cases to a 

necessary minimum and selects  a right test case that could 

be represented to cover the possible similar scenario[10,11 ]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Fig 2.    Equivalence class testing 
 

The following major steps are involved in equivalence class 

analysis are 

 Find and list all the input variables 

 Find the equivalence classes for each variable and 

its boundaries 

 Write test cases for these classes 

 

2.2 Boundary Value Analysis:  

Boundary Value analysis  concentrates on the behavior of 

the system on its boundary condition or the boundary of its 

input variables because system changes its nature very 

frequently at the boundary[ 12  ].It means it is not stable at 

the boundary. The boundary of a variable includes the 

maximum and the minimum valid value allowed to attain 

the system . It pin points on the data at the “edges” of an 

equivalence class [13,14 ]. 

 

2.3  Decision Table based Testing 

 A decision table is a compact way to model system 

behavior for different input conditions and integrates the 

functionality of the system with input predicates ( if – else, 

switch case). It tells the actions to be implemented for a 

given closure of the system input. The decision table 

consists four quadrants[ 15,16 ] 

i. Condition stub:   filled with all possible condition 

ii. Condition entry stub: filled with all unique 

combination of existence of the input condition 

iii. Action stub:   filled with all functionalities the system 

is expected to perform during its execution. 

iv. Action entry stub: a cross is marked in front of the 

action to be taken in a particular combination of the 

input condition. 

 

III.   DIFFERENT CHALLENGES IN SOFTWARE 

TESTING 

  

After going through all the criteria of software testing , one 

identifies the problems and challenges while implementing 

the testing. Some of them are given below 

 The method of verification and validation are different in 

conventional approach and component approach.[17] 

 By adopting CBSE approach one can higher quality 

product by reducing development cost and time . There 

is some problem when we integrate diffrenr component 

and composition of third party.[18,19] 

 In Component based development , component vendor  

implements testing criteria during early phases of 

component  development  on the other hand  user 

performs testing activities during application 

engineering.[20,21] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 3. Testing types at a glance 

 

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RELATED WORK DONE 

 

This section highlights the previous work done in the field 

of software testing. In [24] researcher focuses on sequence 
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and state diagram, thereby new test cases will be generated 

automatically. In [25] researcher tried to identified the 

problem arises when one of the component has changed or 

modified. In [26] researcher proposed a state machine based 

method to detect robustness problem and test the invalid 

inputs. In [27] researcher proposed path-oriented random 

testing, which minimize or rejects the number of inputs. In 

[28] researcher partitioned the input in two classes i.e even 

and odd and worked for integer inputs only. In [29] 

researcher proposed the test cases of a boundary value 

analysis based on strings ,which is a non-numeric variable. 

 

V. TEST CASES FOR THE PROPOSED WORK 

 

The most important thing while testing a software is to 

design a test cases. 

The main disadvantage of equivalence class partitioning is 

that it gives values at the boundary .for example suppose we 

have an element from [  1  to  100  ].  

so our test cases will be  

Test Case 1: 

a)         i.  x<1           ii.    x=1             iii. x>1 

b)        i.  x<100        ii.    x=100         iii. x>100 

 

 

    1              100 

 

 

The equivalence class gives only few values but if the 

database is very large and if we test only at the boundaries , 

the reliability of the software will be very low. So this paper 

proposes a new algorithm where the tester is free to create 

more boundary in between the equivalent class which helps 

him to test as many caseshe want which will increase the 

reliability . Suppose in the above example if the tester wants 

to create two more points then the number of partitions will 

be two  and the position of partitioning will be entered by 

the tester .For example position in the first case is 50, so in 

the above array the partition will be [ 1   to  50] and [  51   to   

100]. 

so our test cases will be  

Test Case 2: 

a)         i.  x<1           ii.    x=1              iii. x>1 

b)         i.  x<50         ii.    x=50            iii. x>50 

c)         i.  x<51         ii.    x=51             iii. x>51 

d)        i.  x<100        ii.    x=100           iii. x>100 

 

 

 

    1                                  50                               100 

 

For example position in the second case is 25, so in the 

above array the partition will be [ 1   to  25]   ,    [26  to 50] 

and [  51   to   100]. 

so our test cases will be  

Test Case 3: 

a)     i.  x<1            ii.    x=1               iii.   x>1 

b)     i.  x<25          ii.    x=25             iii.  x>25 

c)     i.  x<26          ii.    x=26             iii.   x>26 

d)     i.  x<50          ii.    x=50             iii.   x>50  

e)     i.  x<51          ii.    x=51             iii.  x>51 

f)      i.  x<100        ii.    x=100          iii.  x>100 

 

 

 

   1              25      50           100 

 

 

VI.   PROPOSED   ALGORITHM 

 

I. Begin 

II. Intialize variables  

int *boundary,n   // used for dynamic array and n is the sizre 

of array 

int    i ,outerloop,  innerloop , pos , found   // global variables 

int  split_pos[25]; // it store all indexes from where array 

splits, 

III. Enter the size of an array from the tester and input 

values dynamically. 

 IV.Enter the position (pos) where user wants to split the 

boundary into two parts 

          i     Check ( pos> n-1  OR  ||   pos<=0)  then print 

Invalid position 

          ii    Check or the duplicacy position whether boundary 

is already splitted at this position. 

 V. Assign the position of splitting in array split_pos and 

increment the index 

 VI. Now Call the sort function and pass the address 

split_pos ,indexposition 

 VII.Now create boundary & insert symbol “[“   at starting 

and insert symbol “]”  at the end 

   for  (outerloop=0   to  outerloop<split_pos_max_index) 

 end_pos = split_pos[outerloop]; 

              print    “ ["       // at the starting boundary 

   for ( innerloop=start_pos    to   innerloop<=end_pos)  then    

// initially start_pos =0   print the boundary elements of an 

array  

print    "] "       // at the end of the boundary 

    //         for the remaining array 

print     "\n [";     // at the starting of the next boundary  

for  innerloop=start_pos   to innerloop<n)  //   n is the 

number of elements in an arry 

print the boundary elements of an array; 

print      "] "      // at the end of the boundary 

 VIII.  This process continues for the remaining array. 

 IX.                 End 

 

  void     sort(int *split_pos,intsplit_pos_max_index)     // 

definition of  sort function 

            Begin 
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     i.  for   i=0 to split_pos_max_index 

     ii. for   j=i+1   to split_pos_max_index 

     iii. if  split_pos[i] >split_pos[j] then  

swap (  split_pos[i] and split_pos[j]) 

     iv.      End of step ii         //End for loop ii. 

     v .       End of step i         //End for loop i. 

           End 

 

 

Out put: For simplicity , the size of an array is in 

between [ 0 – 9 ]. The code is written in C language. 

 

 
    Figure 3 

VII.   COMPLEXITY OF THE ABOVE ALGORITHM 

 

Suppose we have n elements in an array taking n=10 and the 

element of an array is {0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} . Now 

suppose the tester  wants to split at position 4. 

Now the result of splitted array will be  [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]and, [ 

5,6,7,8,9]. 

Now suppose again the tester  wants to split at position 2 . 

Now the result of splitted array will be  [0, 1, 2]   [ 3, 4] and, 

[ 5, 6,7,8,9 ]. 

This process continues until we split the last element. So the 

process can define as 

        Step1:  n elements in search space 

        Step 2: n/2 elements in search space 

        Step 3: n/4 elements in search space 

        Step 4: 1 element in search space. 

   The problem is , how many times can we  divide M by 2 

until we have 1 i.e 

the last splited  location in an array,     Mathematically it can 

be expressed as  

1  =   M   /    2
x
 

2
x
  =   M 

Taking log both side 

log  2
x
  =  log M 

x log 2  = log M 

x=  log M  /  log 2 

x  = log2M-------------------------------------(1) 

 

This means tester can divide log2M times until a threshold is 

reached. But every time when we split the boundary , the 

sort function is called. This sort function arrange the index 

of split_pos []array. Now the complexity of sort function 

 To sort the first location of spli_pos array compiler 

will have to (m-1) times. 

 To sort the second location of spli_pos array 

compiler will have to (m-2) times. 

 This process continues until a the last location i.e a 

thresh hold is reached,  

So this will make a series i.e  (m-1) + (m-2) + (m-

3)+………….+ 3 + 2 + 1. 

This is an Arithmetic progression and the sum of 

arithmetic progression will be  

S={ n / 2*( 2*a + (n-1)*d)} 

Where n is the total number of elements , a is the 

first term and d is the common difference, 

In the above series    a  = m-1   ,  d= -1,  no. of 

elements = m 

S = m / 2*( 2*(m-1) + (m-1)* -1) 

   = m*(2m-2-m +1)/ 2 

   = m*(m-1)/2 

   = m
2
/2  -   m / 2  

S= O(m
2
) i.e higher order of m----------------(2) 

 

Combining (1)  and  (2) we will get m
2
log2M.  This is the 

complexity of this algorithm. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper author has proposed a novel approach of 

equivalence  class partioning. The proposed algorithm is 

implemented in C language and the output of the same is 

shown in the figure3. The complexity of the algorithm is 

also calculated.  

 

 This proposed algorithm has given a free hand to the tester 

to do the partitions the number of times he wants and also 

increases the number of inputs. As the number of inputs 

have increased which increases the number of test cases and 

there by increases the reliability of a software product. 
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